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Take a Ride to 

Your Dream
There are many kinds of dream.  And there are many ways to reach them.
Now, there is a special car that will help you do just that.
It's the new Carens from Kia.



Let's Take a Ride to Your Dream,

in Style



Search for Your Dream, 

at Your Own Pace



From the chromed radiator grille to the integrated fog lamps and one-piece head lamp that
houses a sophisticated triple array of mirrors, bulbs and lenses, the new Carens is clean,
modern and elegant in every glistening detail. Function and form are perfectly melded by Kia
engineers and craftsmen who devote painstaking attention to the smallest detail. The result is a
high quality product that is worthy of wearing the Kia badge.

When in reverse gear, the Rear Warning System detects pedestrians and obstacles using an
array of three ultra-sonic sensors mounted on the rear bumper. An audible alarm alerts the
driver when the vehicle is too close. Offered as an option on EX trim only. Enjoy sun, sky and
fresh air with the optional power sunroof. Also the optional roofracks which can prove to be
quite handy especially for sports buffs. 

Power adjustable side mirrors are standard and are collapsible. 
The EX trim brings body - colored housings and electric folding and demisting. 

The Closer You Look

The Better It Looks



In a beautiful blend of art and science, the Carens cabin provides a driving environment
that’s as warm and inviting as it is ergonomically correct. As you would expect of a car of this
class, the dash features comprehensive instrumentation including a trip computer in a
logically laid out package that provides an easy, intuitive interface. At a glance, the
instrument panel tells you everything about your Carens. So that you can focus on more
important things in life. Like yourself, your family, and your dream.

The heater can turn winter into summer with impressive efficiency. Air conditioning and the
fully automatic climate control system with “set and forget” digital temperature controls are
optional. Manufactured with high quality materials, all switchgears are durable with ultimate
precision. In the Carens, changing the weather is as easy as one-two-three.

Center Facia

The metal grain surface finish on the upper panel of the center facia
adds a distinctive high-tech look and feel to the cockpit.  Standard on
the EX trim.The metal grain surface finish on the upper panel of the
center facia adds a distinctive high-tech look and feel to the cockpit.
Standard on the EX trim. The metal grain surface finish on the upper
panel of the center facia adds a distinctive high-tech look and feel to
the cockpit.  Standard on the EX trim.

Sometimes It's the Inner 

Beauty that Counts



Engineered with meticulous attention to various human torso and sizes, front and rear seats
occupants enjoy the same firm, supportive seat cushions and backrests for a high level of
comfort. For an extra measure of luxury, opt for the soft and supple leather upholstery with
front seat warmer features. Also, a tall cabin design provides a spacious feel and an
elevated seating position. Wherever your destination is, the Carens is a wonderful
companion in your journey. 
Of course, seating flexibility is a big part of the new Carens story. It is easy to convert your
car into a cargo van. Whatever you need to carry, Carens can accommodate. Always ready
to lend a helping hand, it’s split-and full-flat folding rear seats render expanding the cargo
area as effortless as versatile.  It may not big enough to carry your dream.  But, it doesn't get
any closer than this.

All Seats Are

Created Equal 



Reach for Your Dream



The 2.0 Common Rail Direct injection (CRDi) engine is the new powerplant that competes
very strongly with other engines of similar capacity. 
The 1.8 gasoline engine has a maximum output of 126ps @ 6,000rpm and a maximum
torque of 16.5kg.m @ 4,900rpm. A non-return valve maintains fuel in the cylinder head to
improve ignition even in severely cold weather and after long-term parking. 
For maximum traction, Carens features a front-engine / front-wheel-drive configuration that
puts the weight of the engine over the front wheels - a highly advantageous design feature in
wet and slippery driving conditions. And to ensure precise handling, Carens is fitted with
gas-filled dampers and coil springs at all four wheels. 

A Blend of Precision Engineering and
Exquisite Craftsmanship

Suspension

Precision for Your

Pleasure

2.0 Diesel

The 2.0 Common Rail Direct Injection (CRDi)
engine is the new powerplant that competes very
strongly with other engines of similar capacity.
A maximum output of 112ps @ 4,000 rpm and a
maximum torque of 25 kg.m @ 2,000 rpm provides
the power that is characteristic of a diesel engine,
while the optimised electronic fuel injection system
allows for high fuel efficiency, reduced noise and
low emissions.  The CRDi engine contains a
number of technological innovations.
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You can count on Carens’ fore and aft “crush zones” and side impact beams that absorb impact
energy and reduce the risks of serious injury. Front seatbelts are equipped with a pretensioning
and load limiter mechanisms that minimize the risk of chest injuries during air bag deployment.
Front airbags for the driver and passenger provide excellent protection which can be further
augmented with the optional side airbags. Stopping power is provided by four disc anti-locking
brakes which come with electronic brake force distribution that automatically apportions braking
power among the wheels in accordance with the passenger and cargo load distribution for
shorter, straight line stops under panic braking conditions. ABS can further be upgraded with the
Traction Control System option that provides peace of mind when driving over slippery surfaces.

Engineered Inside and Out to 
Bring You Home Safely

Traction Control System (TCS) Disc Brake

Safety in an Unpredictable

World



Dimensions
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Smoke Gray Leather

Power and tilt steering ensures smooth steering with minimal effort while the tilt adjustment
provides an optimal driving position. Overhead console comes as a standard, in addition to the
twin map lights, and includes a digital clock and a handy sunglass holder. Driver door console
is also ergonomically designed and placed, with power window switches just a fingertip away,
along with a safety lockout and side mirror adjustment switches. Side protector embellished
with an attractive chrome accent whose side strip protects the doors against nicks and dents.
Door handles are lift-type and fitted for easy operation and match body color for a seamless
and upscale look.  The EX trim features a chrome setting.  Electric folding heated side mirrors
magically clear up ice and mist at the flick of a switch.  

Center fascia console box is conveniently located at the foot of the center stack and this large
storage binnacle is the perfect place for storing CDs and other bulky items. 

Air filter keeps the cabin fresh and clean by eliminating airborne dust and smoke.  Keyless
entry and remote control door lock function provides both convenience and vehicle security.
Rear wiper and washer are a standard feature for improved driving safety and convenience.

Every Detail,

for Your Convenience

1. Power and Tilt Steering
Power assistance reduces input effort while the tilt
adjustment ensures a perfect driving position
regardless of stature.
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4. Driver’s Seat Armrest
The driver’s armrest, folds down for comfort and
raises up for increased space.

2. Overhead Console
In addition to the twin map lights, this standard 
feature includes a digital clock and a handy 
sunglass holder.

5. Air Quality System
The air quality system keeps noxious gases and 
odours out of the cabin and maintains an optimal
atmosphere.

3. Driver Door Console
The power window switches are just a fingertip’s 
reach away. A safety lockout and side mirror
adjustment switches are included.

6. 2nd Row Center Armrest
The retractable rear center armrest includes 
a flip-open cupholder.

7. Center Fascia Console Box
Conveniently accessible at the foot of the center
stack, this large storage binnacle is the perfect
place for storing CDs and other large items.

10. Door Handle
Lift-type handles are fitted for easy operation and
are body-colored for an upscale exterior image. 
The EX trim  features a chrome coating.

8. Heated and Electric Folding Side Mirrors
Magically clears up ice and mist at the flick of a switch.
Standard on all models. (Electric folding function is
available as an option / LHD countries only)

11. Rear Wiper and Washer
A rear wiper and washer fitted as standard afford
improved driving safety and convenience.

9. Side Protector
Embellished with an attractive chrome accent, 
the side strip protects the doors against nicks
and dents.

12. Air Filter
The air filter keeps the cabin environment fresh and
clean by eliminating airborne dust and smoke.



Clear White (UD) Pearl White (U3) Diamond Silver (C5) Cream Gold (D8)

Carbon Gray (N7) Olive Green (5C) Ruby Red (R9) Imperial Blue (1C) Ebony Black (EB)

Colors

Engine // Innovative 2.0-liter Common Rail Direct
Injection (CRDi) diesel engine is the new powerplant
that competes very strongly with other engines of
similar capacity. Max. output of 112ps @ 4,000rpm
and max. torque of 25kg.m @ 2,000rpm provides
the superb driving ability while fuel efficiency,
reduced noise and low emission. 126ps 1.8-liter
and 105ps 1.6liter gasoline engines are also
available.

Transmission // Column type automatic
transmission to better utilize the space around the
driver’s seat (floor mounted type automatic
transmission in RHD countries). New manual
transmission gearing uses a new ultra-hard material
that improves durability and reduces noise. A rubber
bush was applied to the gear shift rod so that crisp

gear changes can be made with less power. 
Suspension // Optimally tuned to deliver
outstanding performance and safety both for
straight driving and for cornering. The stabilizer is
directly connected to the damper to provide a high
efficiency torque feature and ensure excellent
steering.

Brakes // 4-wheel disc brakes are standard
including front ventilated discs for fade-free
stopping power. The new Carens has equipped
the advanced ABS braking system. Stopping
power is provided by 4 disc anti-locking brakes
which come with electronic brake force distribution
that automatically apportions braking power
among the wheels in accordance with the
passenger and cargo load distribution for shorter,

straight line stops under panic braking conditions. 
Tires and Wheels
Tire size 195/60 R15 (Gasoline), 205/60 R15 (Diesel) 
Wheel size 6.0JJ   15 (Steel and Alloy)

Dimensions
Overall length           4,493 mm
Overall width           1,748 mm
Overall height        1,609 mm
Interior length         2,414 mm
Interior width          1,378 mm
Interior height          1,287 mm
Wheel base            2,560 mm
Wheel tread      Front 1,490 mm

Rear 1,483 mm
Min. ground clearance  155 mm
Fuel tank capacity 55 

Take a Ride to 

Your Dream


